
center of F so as to drive F
along a line parallel to the di-
agonal side line against E.
The shot was played at speed,

the disks moved as planned, and
the three black disks disappeared
from the board.
So the game was saved, until FIGURE IT OUT.

the next shot. Fred simply shot 314 there is shown

a scoring disk to bring the score which occurred in the match be-
to 80 and 30, to win the game tween Amy Close and Carl Spill-
and match, and thus to put the man in the 1957 State Gold Med-
Clearwater team into the semi- al Tournament. In this situation
finals. They eventually won the Spillman was to make the last-
tournament. shot. The shot he played will be

described in Part 151.
In Figure THE ANSWER to the situation
a situation shown in Figure 311 of Part' 149

is that the shooter planned 'and
executed an excellent carom to
hit G and glance off it to tbe
left and spoil A and B or both.
His own disk G was thus to be
sacrificed. He played it well,
glanced off G to spoil B, and
saved the game.

PART 151: TACTICS. SELECTION (P)

In the situation shown in Fig-
ure 315 (less disk B·2), Red was
about to play the last-shot, The
opponent Black had two scoring
disks Hand F on the board for
14 points, protected by the non-
scoring disks A, G, E, and B-1.
Red's possibilities included sev-

eral shots which did not appear
attractive to him, including: (1)
to play for a score on the open
side of the board; (2) to bunt A

_into scoring area; (3) to bunt B-1
into scoring area; (4) to play a
combination of A against H or
F; (5) to playa combination with
G or E against H or F.
He played the short cornbina-

tion to knock B·l so as to spoil
F or H or possibly both. It might
possibly put F or H in the kitch-
en, and might make a gain of as
much as 41 points for the shot.
His combination ended in a ca-

rom as shown, in which the shoot-
ing disk glanced from F to H
and spoiled both, with a gain of
14 points for the shot.

GAVE UP. In tournament play,
the shooter Red saw the score at
70 to 49 against him, with the
opponent needing only five points
to win the game and having a
scoring disk F, Figure 316, well
protected by a double guard con-
sisting of disks G and E.
The shooter Red was about to

play his last-shot.
He could save the game only

by spoiling the opponent's scor-
ing disk F or by putting one of
the opponent's disks in the kitch-
en. A suitable shot would have
been a combination to knock G
(or E) against F, with speed
modulated to stop G (or E) in
the kitchen in case it should
miss F.
The shooter evidently could not

gain enough to win with a shot
for simple score, yet he shot for
such a score on the right side of
the board. and made it.
It was an utterly useless shot;

he thereby lost the game and
the match.
He should rather have played

any shot that had even a remote
possibility of saving the game,
a shot of desperation if neces-
sary, instead of giving up tamely.
Perhaps the most important

mental attribute is determination
to win, and maintenance of that
determination through every fail-
ure or success.

®
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o
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SpU.laan
65 45

® 0

Figure 315 Figure 316 Figure 317
NERVOUSNESS. In this game ever, there may be something

as in most ether games, a state the matter with the player.
of nervousness in tournament
play is not necessarily to be con- ANSWER. In the situation
demned or feared. Even champ- shown in Figure 314 of Part 150,
ions become nervous. It is en- Carl Spillman shot to hit H at
tirely natural, it shows that the about kitchen speed. He scored
shuffler is intensely interested in a 10 against H as a backstop
the game, that he has a real de- and knocked H against B to spoil
sire to do well. It is better to both. In addition to the target B,
have this interest than to be cold there were also alternate tar-
and without interest. In fact, if gets at F and E which might
there is no nervousness what- be hit in case disk H did not go

PART 152: TACTICS. SELE'CTIQN (Q)

30 points.
SEVERAL SOLUTIONS. In

of the quarterfinal matches
the 1956 Times Tournament,
shooter Red was in difficulty.
shown in Figure 317. He
about to play the seventh
There were several solnti
What were they and which
would you choose? The sOOt
lected will be described in
154.

In one of the semifinal matches
of the 1957 State Gold Medal
Tournament, with Carl Spillman
playing against Gerald Anderson,
the situation was as shown in
Figure 318. The score was 52 to
30 in favor of Black, and Carl
was to play the seventh shot.
In view of Jerry's lead of 22

Carl was of course playing the

kitchen. He had got one of Jer- would leave the kitchen disk par-
ry's disks in the kitchen at G, tially uncovered to be spoiled by
and it was partly protected by the opponent. The resulting score
disk E near the point of the tri- in the frame would probably be:
angle, while there was a non- Black 0, Red 7.
scoring disk B at the edge of the Or he could (2) further protect
board. the kitchen disk by supplement-
Carl could (1) play a disk to ing the guard at E by another

hide at X, under cover of E. This disk at D. This would make it
would give him 7 points, but impracticable to spoil the kitchen

disk except by a nine-foot
bination to knock D against -
The chances of hitting G
D were about one in foor
86.) The play would also
ly obstruct any play by Blacl:: -
score on the left side
board. Red might thus
2 to 10 points, to be SIlbttal~
from the opponent's score.

---= - --= - --- ---



Carl played his disk to D. Black would be more likely to
JeITY, in view of the' poor shoot to put one of the Red disks

chances of makinz a combination B or C in the kitchen, also if
to spoil G, decided merely to practicable backstopping against
shoot for a simple score, and did it for a SCOI'e.
so, making a 7 at about point Y, If (1l Red were to protect one
Score for the half-round: Black of these, Black could shoot for

-3, Red O. the other. The red disk B, being
nearer the kitchen, would be

THIRD SCORING DISK, In the easier for the opponent to dunk;
play - off between semifinalists therefore as between Band C.
in doubles in the 1955 Florida it would be somewhat preferable
State Championship Tournament, for Red to protect B.
Farrell Bruner and Don Owens, On the- other hand, if Red were
the 1954 champions, were playing (2) to place a third scoring disk.
against another team of experts. as is often done in a case such
The situation was as shown in as this, the opponent could hard-

Figure 319 (Jess disk D), and the ly spoil all three, and Red would
score was 6 to 61 in favor of the have hope of saving one or two
Reds. Bruner was about to play of them to score.
the seventh shot. Bruner shot for another scor-
He had red scoring disks at C ing disk, at D. It covered B. Also

and B for 15 points, while a black it was a high 8, which was im-
disk F lay on a line. possible to score against by back-
Bruner of course wanted. to stopping, and difficult to score

save both 01 hIS disks, giving him against in any manner.
enough points to win the game; Black then had a difficult prob-
however, there was no way to lem. He was obliged to spoil two
protect both disks. It was well of the disks, or to spoil one and
to consider what the opponent put it in the kitchen. There we-re
would probably do. at least seven ways to accom-
The latter, at the next shot, plish the purpose.

would not be likely to try to
spoil both disks with a combin- Black played against D to put
ation, because such a shot would it in the kitchen, probably also
not cut down the over-all score with the idea of spoiling Band
of the Red team, an urgent ne- perhaps leaving both D and B
cessity for the Blacks, nor would in the kitchen, but D passed out
it allow Black to score. of court along the center line,

PART 153: TACTICS. SELECTION (R)

Toward the end of the 1958 State pass along the center of the court
Gold Medal Tournament, the sit- for a complete miss, without hit-
uation was as shown in Figure ting any disk. Thereupon the op-
321. Lying on the board were ponent Black played another 8
two black scoring disks E and to a point near E. With the re-
G, for 16 points, and a red scor- sulting 24-point increase for the
ing disk B for 7 points, while half-round he brought his score to
a red non-scoring disk lay at A. 75 points and won the game and
The shooter Red was about to match.
play the seventh shot.
The score was 51 to 59 in fa- COMPLEX SHOT. In a minor

VOl' of Red. The disks on the tournament in 1956, the future na-
board, if undisturbed, would tional champion Bill Folberth at
bring the score to 67 and 66, and his last-shot faced the situation
with one more play by each of shown in Figure 322, with the
the shufflers the game score was score at -6 to 37 in his favor.
not far away. The shoote-r's play A number of disks had been
was important. accumulated on the board, includ-
Without considering here the ing red disks Band C for -2

various possible plays by Red, points and black disks G and H
which were several, we note th.e for 15 points, while there was a
selection by the shooter. He eVI- non-scoring red disk at A.
dently chose to play for a carom While there were several pos-
to glance from G to E and to ibl h t th th t t d. t SI e s 0 s, e one a s 00
spoil both. It .w~s a na ur~" out was to shoot at H to spoil it
c~lOice, although It Involved a thin and score against it, at the same
hit, and perhaps ~ed m~y not time aiming to knock it at G
have considered It In ~he light of or B, or between them with the
wha.t would happen In case of hope of hitting one or the other.
a miss. There could be a variation in
The shooting disk happend to speed, that is, to use kitchen
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leaving 15 points to be scored for tion as shown in Figure 320. The
the Reds, and making the score score was not critical <about
6 to 76, with the Reds winning even, early in the game). Red
the game. was about to play the last-shot.

What different shots could he
SELECTION. In one of the play? What would be the gain for

matches of the 1955 Farnham each? Which play was the best?
Fox Tournament at Clearwater The play that he selected will be
the shooter Red saw the situa- described in Part 153.

®:;1 o ®
59

® 0
Fo1berth

-6 53

Figure 323

o
Fo1berth

-6 37

Figure 322Figure 321

speed with the intention of leav- lion of spoiling as many of the
irrg one or both black disks in disks as practicable. Care should
the kitchen, or alternatively to also be taken not to hit and spoil
play a fast shot with the inten- the red disk C.



..
i

to put H in the kitchen; or (2)
to hit C, try to double on C,

THE ANSWER to the problem and also to spoil G and put it in
presented in Figure 320 of Part the kitchen. The shooter played
152 includes as possible shots that for the double on C and also
Red could play: (1) to hit H. spoiled G, but did not get G in
try to score a 10, to spoil H, and the kitchen.

to hit B, and finally glanced out game: Black -6, Red 53.
The shooter played a fairly fast of court. G was driven out of'

shot. Figure 323. His shooting court, and so was B..
disk hit H full and stopped as it
hit for a score of 8 at D. H Gain for the shot: 33 points.
was driven onward and struck G Score for the half-round: Black
at an angle, then caromed off 0, Red 16. Resulting score in the

PART 154: TEAMWORK

The doubles game has been de-
scribed and illustrated in Parts
2 to 5.

In the doubles game it is not
enough for a pair of partners to
play at opposite ends of the
·court and to add together the
scores they may make inde-
pendently. Unfortunately this is
what happens in many so-
called doubles matches.

In a true doubles match the
partners should play in accord-
ance with proper teamwork.

PLAYING TO THE SCORE.
'There is only one score for a
team, and both partners should
constantly watch that mutual
score and know what it is at all
times. Every play should be se-
lected in accordance with the
score of the moment, and should
follow the principles outlined in
the basic general plan in Part
124 This is the essence of true
tea;nwork.

A failure of teamwork that is
not uncommon is to see one
shuffler playing conscientiously
in accordance with the score,
while the partner at the other end
of the court plays in accord.
ance with independent ideas, and
doing the opposite of playing to
the score.

For example, if the team is
materially behind in the score-
and needs to cut down the op-
ponents' score by kitchen play,
we may see one partner trying
hard to do so, while his partner,
instead of doing the same thing,
is actually clearing the board
and thus aiding the opposing
team. He is unfairly leaving the
burden of proper action on his
partner.

Both partners should take the
same type of action under the
same circumstances. When they
are materially behind in the
score, both should play for the
kitchen. When they are ahead or
about even, they should both
generally keep the board clear
and score with their last-shots,
or otherwise follow the princi-
ples given in Part 124.

THE SELECTION of plays in
the doubles game follows the
same ideas previously discussed
in these articles. However, each
side has the last-shot twice in
succession, followed by the same
action by their opponents. With
two successive last-shots by a
team, there are usually larger
changes in the score of that
team as compared with singles.
The influence of this should be
studied and allowed for during
the game.

In nearing the end of the
game, the expected effect of the
two successive last-shots by the
opponents may add urgency to
emergency measures needed to
save the game.

EXAMINE CLOSE DISKS. At
the end of a half-round when one
player has just finished shooting,
if there is a disk close to a line
that may have led to a doubtful
decision by an official, his part-
ner should examine the disk
carefully. It is even well to ex-
aggerate this in order to assure
the shooter that the partner is
looking out for his interests.

UNDERSTANDING between
partners is important. Each

PART 155: SPORTSMANSHIP, COURTESY (A)

In shuffleboard as in other
games, everyone likes a person
who is a good sport, few like a-
poor sport. Shuffleboard is played
for pleasure and for sportsman-
like competition.

Sportsmanship is essentially

the application of courtesy and of
the golden rule.

COMPLAINING. A poor sport
constantly complains of bad luck.
Or, when he makes an error or
bad shot, he usually tries to find
some excuse, other than his own

should understand the other's
game, and each should know
what the other will do in giv-
en circumstances. Without the
use of signals, which are of
course forbidden, they should se-
lect their plays in accordance
with correct principles and mu-
tual understanding.

Another important element is
for both partners to maintain the
confidence and morale of each
other by continual steady and re-
liable play, avoiding carelessness
and unduly risky shots, by not
giving up if it appears that a
weakness or a reverse has re-
duced their chances to win, by
not becoming rattled, by not los-
ing temper and showing it or let-
ting it affect the play adversely,
but on the contrary redoubling'
their efforts to make up for any
loss or deficiency.

If the partner makes a bad
shot (as who does not?), glum or
scowling looks should be
avoided.

In some so-called teams, one
or both of the partners have con-
stantly in mind the idea of how
much each is contributing in
connection with the winning of
the game. In the true spirit of
teamwork, a player should not
know whether he has won at his
end. The only winning or losing
of which he should be aware is
that of the team.

Everyone has met players
who, while sitting at the end of
the court between plays, spend
much of their time complaining
of their partners at the other
end. It is probable that "orne of
such complaint is later com-
municated to the partners, eith-

bad shooting, for the error. We
are all human, and perhaps we
cannot avoid complaining some-
times, but constant complaining
is annoying to others.

If he wins, the poor sport may
crow over his opponent. If he

er in words or in antagonistic
attitude, and in aQY case can
hardly contribute to good feeling
between partners.

If. a shuffler must constantly
think about the criticism his
partner is liable to hand out at
the conclusion of a match, he
may lose confidence in his own
shooting and may hesitate to at-
tempt shots that he should un-
dertake. With each shot, he may
be thinking of what his partner
may criticize about the play.
This is sure to hurt mutual con-
fidence, teamwork and quality of
play.

Even though a shulfler sees
tbe need for his partner to im-
prove some element of his play,
he should usually avoid criticism
unless asked, and if he does
comment on the play he should
use the greatest tact in handling
the subject. In fact it is a good
idea to say to the partner,
"Whatever you do, don't worry.
I won't criticize you."

Going further, each partner
should take occasion to compli-
ment his partner at every suit-
able opportunity.

THE Al'l8WER to the prob-
lem shown in Figure 317 of Part
151 would be to play a carom to
glance from F to E, hoping to
spoil F, E. and G. a sound se-
lection. Unfortunately _for the
shooter, the shot happened to
pass through the gap between E
and F without touching either
disk, so the opponent gained 31
points for the frame and won the
game. See also Figure 217 in·
Part 111.

loses he may be angry. If his
disk 'is knocked into the kitchen.
he (but usually it is she) is re-
sentful.

Win or lose, a good sport is a
good winner and a good loser.
He accepts defeat pleasantly,
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with a grin. He does not crow
when he wins. He thanks his
partner and opponents at the end
of a match and shakes hands
with them. He congratulates his
opponents when they win. Occa-
sionally he may compliment his
opponent when he makes a good
shot.
TALKING.Occasionallya play-

er tries to wIn by talking in or-
der to disconcert his opponent.
This is of course in direct viola-
tionor the rules; however, this.
means little to this poor sport.
as he probably hasnever read the
rules.
Charitably it may be said that

persons of this type may he
drawing an analogy from base-
ball, in which such action is per-
missible and normal; and they do
not always realize that it is un-
sportsmanlike and illegal in shuf-
fleboard. In this respect shuffle-
board is more like golf, in which
an opponent must be silent when
his opponentis shooting.
A good sport is careful not to

speak or make a sound when his

opponent is shooting. lie may
make a remark from time to
time when neither player is
shooting or about tj) shoot. In
general, he speaks 1ittle in a
tournament. He is pleasant ana
courteous.
Talking, expecially continuous

talking, is very liable to be dis-
turbing to a player. Concentra-
tion on the play and maintenance
of a determination to win are
important, and may be disturbed
by an opponent's talk. In such a
case it should be possible to indi-
cate to the opponent in a courte-
ous way that the player prefers
not to talk.

RULES. Good sportsmanship
should lead players to abide con-
scientiouslyby the rules.
Occasionally there is encoun-

tered a player who intentionally
cheats. Such a person is con-
temptible. In tournament play,
the opponent of such a pl:t:,"-
er should call the attention of
the referee to such action.
Good sportsmanship does no~

PART 156: SPORTSMANSHIP. COURTESY (B)

Good sportsmanship on the part
of audiences should lead them to
avoid making loud sarcastic re-
marks, jeering and heckling.
Amused laughter at a wild or
curious shot is entirely natural,
but loud raucous laughter often
has the evident purpose of jeer-
ing the player. There have been
cases in which the play of shuf-
flers has been hurt by such ac-
tion.

On the other hand, Sunshine
Club of St. Petersburg and the
Orlando Club for example, have
made a practice to stop any jeer-

PART 157: CUE

See the rules for provisions con-
cerning cues. All cues have the
same g·eneral form, that is, each
consists of a shaft, with a two-
pronged fork (called the "head")
at one end, see Figure 324. Dif·
ferent manufacturers use differ-
ent designs, with variations. in
price. The cost of a cue is less
than the cost of individual equip-
ment for most other snorts.
Manv clubs own cues that are
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ing and heckling that may be
started, and the clubs are to be
commended for this attitude.
It is good sportsmanship to ap-

plaud a good shot, by whomever
it is made. It is good to support
a friend or club - mate by ap-
plause. But it is poor sportsman-
ship 'to applaud a bad shot, even
though it is made by a member
of a team from another club.

When a player is. engaged in
playing a tournament, even
though not actually shooting, he
usually wants to concentrate on
the play. To go to him for a con-

available for use by any of the
club players. However, such
cues usually receive hard usage
and are liable to become inaccur-
ate. It is therefore well for any
player who expects to continue
with the game to buy a cue of
his own.
The cue should be lizht in

weight. Most cues weigh from 7
to 13 ounces. The cue should be
as long as the full legal limit of

prevent a shuffler from playing
the game intensively, for all that
it is worth, and taking advan-
tage of all proper opportunities,
including those resulting from the
errors of his opponent. Nor does
it prevent him from appealing
when he considers that a refer-
ee's decisionis a mistake.

CROWDING.There is one type
of shuffler, who also has not
read the rules, and who stands
near the center when his oppo-
nent is shooting, places his cue
near the opponent's starting area
and crowds his opponentas much
as he thinks he can get away
with. Others move their disks
around in the starting area when
the opponentis shooting.
In contrast, the good sport is

careful to step aside, well clear
of the area his opponent may
want to use in preparing to shoot
and in shooting.Also,hestands or
sits still, and avoids moving
around while the opponent IS
shooting.
COURTESY, In gathering the

disks after a round of play, if
there is a disk that is close to a
line and which either player may
want to examine, it is a courtesy
to leave the disk in place (even
without demand) until both play-
ers have had ample opportunity
to examine it if they so desire.
However, if a player wishes to
examine a disk he should follow
the rule and specifically say so.

Also a shuffler in a tournament.
who finds that he has been reas-
signed to play again on a court
on whichhe has just been playing
should so inform the tournament
manager so that he will not have
an undue advantage.

At the conclusion of a match,
it is a customary courtesy to
thank the court officials, referee,
umpire and scorer, and to shake
hands with them. When a tour-
nament manager is not too busy,
he will often appreciate a compli-
ment on his handling of the tour-
nament..

versation is liable to distract his spots directly behind and close to
attention and to hurt his game. tournament players. It is known
Any persons who are close to that at some clubs the space

players that are shuffling should available for observers does not
avoid making audible remarks permit observers to stand back
that may affect the play. For ex- from the players' benches. This is
ample, if a shuffler who is shoot- unfortunate, and only the club can
ing for a score hears the remark, take adequate corrective action.
"He should be careful not to go in During tournaments, members
the kitchen," the shooter is liable' of the audience should not use the
to shorten his Shot, perhaps with- benches on courts next to a court
out intending to do so, and to being used for tournament play.
fail to reach the scoring area. Similarly, persons not playing in

the tournament should not use ad
Not ?nly should such remarks jacent courts for social play. Most

be ~vOlded, but members of the clubs bar these types' of action
audience should keep away from during tournament play.

six feet, three inches.
Shafts are made of tempered

aluminum allov, bamboo, Burma
cane, or other material. Most
shufflers use aluminum. Wooden
shafts are now but little used.
Sectional cues. each consisting of
two parts which are unscrewed
for easv packing and are screwed
together for playing, have some
advantage, but most players
prefer cues with shafts in one

piece. Aluminum cues may well
be shellacked or otherwise fin-
ished so that the aluminum will
not rub off and blacken the hands·
of the player.
Some cues are more flexible

than others. This is a matter for
personal preference.

EXAMINE CUE. Cues
should be examined at time of
purchase. Bent cues have been

~



delivered from a reputable manu- RUNNERS. Since the rules re- '.to cause some inaccuracy in the
facturer. quire that no metal of the cue shooting.

The straightness of the shaft shall touch the court. the ends of The Question as to whether the
may be tested by sighting along the prongs usually have runners two prongs extend equally for-
it, or by laying it against the (knobs or tins) of plastic, fiher, ward may be tested by standing
straisht side of a board, table, or other suitable material, which the cue vertically on its prongs
or the like. The cue should then should resist wear and should alongside the corner of a building
be rotated in quarter turns so not be brittle. However, since or alongside another cue then
as to be observed in about fou the runners will wear out with turning the cue in a half-circle
positions. A curvature of the shaf constant rubbing on the concrete, about its shaft (1110 de=rees) so
from side to side (when in shoot they should preferably be made 3R to interchange the positions of
ing position) may decrease shoot- so as to be replaceable. the runners. If there is any an-
ing accuracy. A slight curvatur The runners should be fastened gular change in' the vertical po-
UP and down when the head lies firmly in place. and should not sition of the shaft as between the
flat will probably be of little con be loose or wobbly or likely IO two positions, then the prongs
seouence. become so. It may occur, for ex- are not true and should be cor-

The fork should be stiff and no ample, that screwed-on runners rected.
easily bent, but the metal shoul work loose. and then stand at dif- If, as is usually the case, the
be tough enough so that, • ferent angles. which may cause runners are other than round,
case it has been bent, it can be inaccuracies in shooting. An ex- they should be put on so that,
bent back into shape without cellerit method of fastening on a for example, the flat sides are
breaking. The fork is usually 0 runner is by means of a pin which perfectly vertical when the cue
some strong metal, such as steel, is driven in a hole drilled through head lies flat on the court.
or it mav be of a tough aluminum the runner and the prong. CARE. Cues should not be treat
alloy. Cast metals should be ed roughly. For example, stop-
avoided, as they are liable to b SYMMETRICAL. The prongs ping a moving disk with the
brittle. A wooden head, whic and the runners should be svm- head of a cue may break or
was the original tvpe, is old'Iash metrical on the cue. If the prongs bend the head.
ioned, wears rapidly, and has n are not true, that is, if one prong Occasionally a player may be
advantage other than cheapness. with its runner extends farther led to play a game with a defec-
Plastic heads usually stand con- forward or farther to the side tive cue. one that is not entirely
siderahle abuse, and are there- than the other, then the disk will true. He should be able to avoid
fore suitable as club cues to be not be centered exactly on the some of the resulting inaccura-
used by many different nlavers, axis of the shaft in shooting, and cies by making sure that the
but any cue so used is liable to in the forward push against the cue is· alwavs held with the
inaccuracy in shooting. disk the off-center weight is liable same face upward. See Part 6.

PART 158: OPINIONS

It is expected that there will number of present and past
be shufflers, including shufflers national champions, and have
of high ability, who will disagree played against a score of them.
with some of the thinking con- It has not been possible to treat
tained in these articles. all of the fine points and vari-

We do not claim to have origi ations of the game, Many such
nated much in the ideas presented aspects have been deleted in
in the series of articles. The main order to reduce the size of the
task has been the selection of articles and to conform to space
those which seem to be best, and limitations.
their presentation in form suit- Nor do we profess to be in-
able for study and use. The fallible. We have put our own
studies of probabilities and per- disks into t.he "kitchen," and
centages are believed to be new. we have done the same with

We lay no claim to being an ex· ideas, but we hope that this has
pert player, although we still not left material remains of error.
have hope of reaching that dis- But no matter what opinion is
tinction. But we have observed, expressed on any question, there
studied, and analyzed the play of will always be persons who will
most of the top-level players of disagree. This is healthy. It is
Florida, including a considerable to be expected on any subject of

Figure 324

interest. Differences of opiruon lect and retain the ideas which
make horse races and other con- they like and which prove use-
tests.possible. Differences of opin- ful to themselves personally. In
ion make different styles of play ;any case, their own styles of play
in shuffleboard. will be a composite of the types

It is believed that most shuf- of plays they consider best and
flers, except a few masters of 'most suitable for themselves.
the game, can gain some ideas We hope shufflers will find
from these articles, especially if ideas that will improve their play
they approach them with an open and their pleasure in the game.
mind. An open mind is a great We salute those many experts
asset. irom whose play we have

In general, it is to be under- <sleaned most of the concepts ex-
stood that, while the conclusions pressed in these articles.
presented apply to most situa-. And finally, in closing the series
tions. yet there are excepticns,of articles and thanking you for
in this game as in other aspects your attention, we repeat the
of life. brief speech we have often used

Shufflers should tryout any when called upon to speak at the
conceptions that are new to them, start of a tournament:
testing them in play. Let them S0- "EVERYBODY HAVE A GOOD

'rIME."

The roll starts with the firstj ward to August, 1958. Ithe ability of the shufflers, based I . .
Florida State Championship in In preparing the roll, the points on performance. unless they are Florida-wide or
1928, and has been brought for- assigned represent a measure of No tournaments are included national tournaments. All-Ameri-
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can and amateur tournaments
are omitted.
In the table there are shown

the number of first, second, third,
fourth and total places won in
singles and in doubles tourna-
ments, and the aggregate or
grand total of places. This is fol-
lowed in the last column by the
total number of points awarded,
which determines the relative po-
sition of each shuffler on the
roll.

POINT SYSTEM. The points
assigned for each tournament
may be 10, 8, 7, 6; or 9, 7, 6, 5;
etc., down to 5, 3, 2, 1; or 4, 2,
1, 1. The points awarded for first
place in each tournament are
shown below under Points for
Tournaments, and constitute a
rating of the size and importance
of the tournament and the inten-
sity of the competition. Second
place is given two points less
than first place.
I~. st1fhe" of the tournaments,

the more recent'<.contests are
rated higher than the earlier
meetings, mainly because the
entry lists are much larger.
Hence, for example, first place
in the more recent national open
singles is rated at 10, while in
somewhat older tournaments it is
put at 9, and in the earliest at 8
(indicated in the tournament list
as "10 or 9 or 8">.

CONSIDERATIONS. Some of
the reasons for assisning particu-
lar ratings to particular tourna-
ments are indicated herein, but
for each case there are usually
several reasons .
Certain singles tournaments=ss.

S~lch as the Dimeo-Gray, Cham-
pion of Champions, etc., are giv-
en the hishest ratings, that is, 10
points for first place.
The closed singles of the Na-

tional and Florida State tourna-
ments are obviously less severe
and are rated lower.
Doubles are generally rated

below singles. •.
As mentioned above, entries in

a tournament, or in a division of
a tournament, affects the rating
of the tournament. A tournament
which had entries of 75 to 150
in each of its divisions should
evidently be rated higher than a
similar contest which had 40 to
60, and this latter should be high-
er than a similar one with 9 to
24 entries.
A tournament comprised of

"any doubles," that is, all three
kinds of doubles (men, women
and mixed) playing together in
one competititve bracket is
more intense than if the shufflers
are separated among several di-

t\::::::::,:,::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::;=;:::;::::::::::::::;:::::::;:::::::::::::::::;::::::::::,:,::::::::::}::::;:::;.::::::::,:,::;::::;:::::::::::::::,:::;:::::::,:,:::::::::::;::::::::%::::::;:::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::;:::::::,:,::::=:::=:::::;::;::::::::::::::::::::::;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::l:::::::t:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::,:::::::::::::::::::~::::::;::::::::::::::8N::;miJ visions, and such a tournament

CARL SPILLMAN WEBSTER SMITH AL NOTESTINE

Roll Of Champions IMenJ
Pos. Name and Club

jI-Carl Spillman, Sunshine /"
{' 2-Webster H. Smith, Kissimmee

-3-Henry Badum, Sunshine
4-Alvin T. Notestine, Orlando
5--Dwight K. Hubbard, Mirror Lake
6--T. S. Jamison, Bradenton Tr.
7-Carl Breece, Winter Haven

Ralph Perreault, Mirror Lake
9-Gerald Anderson, Sunshine
lO-Farrell M. Bruner, Oakridge Tr.
ll-Larry Schoch, Little River
12-Leslie Vincent. DeLand
13-Frank Henderson, Mirror Lake
14-Ralph E. Blackman, Clearwater
15--Jack Pedersen, Fort Lauderdale

Arthur Richards. Mirror Lake
17-Herber! Hall. Mirror Lake
IS-Fred Galitz, Clearwater

Ted R. Matthews. Sunshine
20-William Folberth. Northern Tr.
21-Ray CoIlins, Mirror Lake

Rex M. Farewell, Mirror Lake
23-Clayton M. Hagenstad, Bradenton
24--Donald W. Boyle. Winter Haven
25--W. D. Tripp. Oakridge Tr.
26--Ben H. Arnett, Oakridge Tr.
27-Arthur T. Baldwin, Del.and
2S-Wilbur W. Long, Mirror Lake
29-Donald Dewart, Sarasota
30-Henry Amrhein, Orlando
31-Henry Andringa, Pinerest Tr.
32-William Schoch, Little River
33-Blair Ilderton, Bradenton
34--Doc Howe, Sunshine
35--Charlie Edwards, Orlando
36-Ethmer M. Reid, Mirror Lake
37-George M. Johnson, Lakeland
38-Arthur Gregory, Gulfport

Richard H. Roby, Bradenton

Singles
1 2 3 4 T
27 15 9 657
16 7 12 3 38
22 9 5 2.38
8 8 2 2 20
11 .9· 8 5 33
7 2 1 2 12
5 4 2 3 14
132511
3 5 2 6 16
352111
2 1 1 0 4
3 4 2 1 10
3 3 1 2 9
241411
532111
2 3 4 6 15
o 0 1 1 2
o 0 1 0 1
3 3 1 1 8
1 3 228
3 3 1 0 7
3 1 1 2 7
o 1 2 0 3
4 2 1 0 7
03216
3 0 0 1 4
2 2 4 1 9
o 3 2 1 6
1 3 1 1 6
1 3 105
2 0 1 3 6
o 0 000
o 3 1 0 4
o 1 0 0 1
42006
2 2 1 1 6
5 1 0 0 6
152311
1 0 1 0 2

~f

Doubles
2 3 4 T A Pts

20 6 1 3 30 87 630
22 10 10 4 46 84 536
7 6 3 4 20 58 418
11 5 5 1 22 42 247
7 4 1 0 12 45 240
4 5 1 4 14 26 150
4 4 2 0 10 24 149
9 3 0 1 13 24 149
2 0 1 2 5 21 136
3 2 3 3 11 22 130
9 3 0 0 12 16 104
4 0 1 1 6 16 100

. 3 2 2 2 9 18 92
3 2 1 2 8 19 89·
0.000011 86
1 2 1 1 5 20 86
5 6 1 6 18 20 83
4 4 6 3 17 18 80
1 3 1 1 6 14 80
11 2 1 5 13 79
3 1 1 0 5 12 78
3 0 1 1 5 12 78
4 3 2 4 13 16 76
3 1 0 0 4 11 74
2 3 1 3 9 15 71
3 3 2 1 9 13 70
1 3 2 2 8 17 69
2 1 4 2 9 15 68
1 1 2 2 6 12 67
2220611 62
1 1 2 2 6 12 59
7 3 0 0 10 10 58
1 2 2 3 8 12 56
1 7 4 2 14 15 55
30003954
1 1 1 0 3 9 53
o 0 0 0 0 6 51
o 1 0 0 1 12 50
2223911 50

r
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en to the National and Florida tl !;::l
State Tournaments, in which the ::::1 it.
prestige ~f. t?e title of champ.ion ::;] fi'lil
In each division enhances the im- :,;! !~
portance of the play.M ;

® ~
POINTS FOR TOURNAMENTS Ml f

SING~ES: P?ints for first place. '1,'
National Wmter Open, 10 or 9 ::':
Or 8; National 'Yinter Closed, ::::1
7 or 6 or 5; National Su~mer @
Open, 7 or' 6 or 5; National jl
Summer Closed, 5 or 4 or 3; :;i
Florida State Open, 10 or 9 t!
or 8; ~lorida State C~osed, 7; tJ
Champion of Champions, 10 n
or 9; Dimco-Gray, 10, Fiesta, f1
8: Friendly City 8; De Soto j
7: Full Moon. 10 or 9 or 8: ,M
GaspariIla, 10 or 9 or 8; Gold I::::!
Medal, 10 or 9; Orlando, 10; Ii
Sears - Roebuck and Dickson- {i
Ives, 9 or 8; Yuletide, 10 or 9; ::::
20th Anniversary, Mirror::::

D~~~L~~: Points for first Place.·::1 Roll Of Champions IWomen J
Florida State, 7 or 6; State ':':'
President's Trophy. 7 or 6;::.:.:.,:. Pos. Name and Club Singles
Farnham Fox, 7; Fun 'n' Sun,
7; Gateway to Gulf, 7; National { / 1 2 3 4 T 1 2 3
Tower, 7; Sunshine City, 7; ::::Y I-Mary Ruth scalis·.e, Mirror La~ 16 16 5 6 43 9 6 6
Terrazzo, 7; Citrug Exposition .t I 2-Amy Close, Clearwater ;/ 10 13 8 8 39 10 5 8
and Orange Fest!val, 6 or 5; -x- 3-Mae Hall, Mirror Lake 16 8 4 3 31 6 8 3 3 20 51 347
Full Moon, 6 or 5; Armistice": 4-Janet Smith, Kissimmee 4 4 8 5 21 17 8 11 238 59 332
Day, 5; Kow Kapital, 6; New {:
Year's 6; Fiesta, 6; Pretty City, .:..,:,:.,':,:S-Bess Henderson, Mirror Lake 7 10 8 4 29 6 2 3 2 13 42 285
6; De Soto, 4; Friendly City, 5; 6-Florence Spink, Orlando 17 9 9 2 37 2 6 2 1 11 48 245
Hunt Bros., 7 or 6; Orlando, 6; ::I: 7"":Marie Troutman, Orlando 10 6 4 2 22 4 5 3 2 14 36 236
35th Anniversary of Shuffle-?: 8-0live McArthur, Mirror Lake 12 4 6 4 26 1 1 1 0 3 29 215 :r:
board, 6; 20th Anniversary,:r 9~Carrie Wilcox, Tampa 14 5 2 1 22 2 2 2 0 6 28 204 :f:

~~~~.£!:~s~::::~:i :1~31=~E:d'i;1:~R~~bi:b~~~:s~~:fhE:~:k' o~~552: O
2
:~9: :4 ~61~202~1

1

1

4
:2L3:~11~38:2

3

.,i." ..,I:.:,I..,

consulted, including club officials, i:I: - na 0 InS, uns me
trophies kept in clubs and in in- I}: 14-Viva G. Notestine, Orlando 5 1 3 0 9 5 3 0 1 9 18 104 ':',
dividual possession, newspaper :f: IS-Madeline "Pat" Hill, Orlando 1 ·2 2 6 11 4 3 1 2 10 21 95 i?
clppings, and memories of shuf- r:: 16-Louise Amrhein, Orlando 1 1 1 2 5 6 2 1 1 10 15 88 .!....: .. ;

flers. Many difficulties have :f: 17-Esther Winter, Bartlett Park 2 0 3 2 7 3 5 1 1 10 17 80 ,:~
been encountered, especially :1: ";~
sbodrtage or. ~ecobrds. Some lrec-:t 18-LMOarrrayinEeHBaegaetynstBarda'dBratde'TnTr. 04 30 31 20121 32 92 41 111671188 7755:..,:',;,~..,:.,;.,."
or s are missing ecause of food 1:: '., en on r.

Si~t~eIO~r~h~ ~~;~~:iO~~e de: .,"',',:,i,:i, 21-J~aa~~:r~:~~I;~~~~or Lake : ~ ~ ~ ~ !~~~1~ ~~ ~~ :!~
ceased, but there are uncertain- . ;'$
ties concerning a number of t': 22-Gertrude DeMarse, Lakeland 1 2 1 2 6 2 1 6 1 10 16 69 ~I
thTem

h
. bl' I' I:::::: 23-G

B
race

H
Flint, LLa~tetllanRd. 01 25 14 01140 51 02. 11 13 771117 6868',.:ille pro em IS so camp icated t:; ess anson, I elver c

th~~~o ~~flte~ c~:o~?cf:rfefr has ::11·: 1~~ey~::;': ~:~~~~d ~ ~ ~ ~: :::: ~~~!: :'1
nothing to do with the Florida Or ::t 27-Martha Martin, Clearwater 4 2 1 0 7 1 2 0 1 4 11 67 ,:.,:,:,:,:
National associations. It has been :/: 0 2 11 61
prepared by the author alone. ,.} 28-Augusta McFadden, Mirror Lake 4 2 3 0 9 2 0 0 :::::
Anyone is welcome to make :::::: Eva L. Collins; Mirror Lake 3 1 1 0 5 2 1 2 0 5 10 61:f
such a list. ;,'::: Florence Johnson, Mirror Lake 4 1 1 1 7 1 0 0 0 1 8 61 H

.THANKS are due to the offi-:::::: ~~~~o~:~:n~i~~~;r~::~:~tark ~ !~~: ~:~~~~~:~...,'..,".,,".,.'..:1.

clals and individual players who::J 33-Jeanne Rae, Sunshine 0 0 2 "2 4 4 1 2 1 8 12 56
co-operated by furnishing in for- t:: 2 14 14 53
mation. ':::: 34-Mary Hinkle, Bradenton 0 0 0 0 0 1 8 3 :{

::::: 35-Katherine Skuse, St. Cloud 3 0 1 0 4 1 0 1 6 8 12 50 /:
'{ Marion Wheeler, Deep South Tr. 1 1 0 1 3 3 3 1 0 7 10 50:;:::

t.~~.~l:.,.::::::.::.::.::.::.::::::::::.'.'.'.'.::..'.'.'.'.'....,.,.,.,.::..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.::..'.'.::..'.'.'.'.'.::':::':':::' . '.' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . , . . . . . . . . . . ~~~~~:::;::::::::::::::.::::::;:::::;:;:;:;:;:::;,-,::::::::::::: ..... :.:....•... :;:::;:::::;:::;:;:;:;:;:;:::;:;!::::::::::;:::::::::::::;::::: ::.::::.:.::::::.::. ';!:::: :::;:::;:; ;:::;:: :::!:!:!:!:!:!:!:::::::!:!:::!:::!:!:!:!:::' ····:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·:·::!:::::!:r:;!:!:!::;!::::::;::::::::::::::::::~~:::::~:::::::::::.~::~

MARY SCALISE AMY CLOSE MAE HALL

Doubles
4 T A Pts
o 21 64 442
3 26 65 410

CONGRATULATIONS are of-
fered to these distinguished shuf-
flers for their great records.
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